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I would appreciate if you linked back to sarbasst.com as I'm going to do a lot more books.

My plan is to make a total of 600 books. This is something I look forward to.

My warm regards
Sarbasst Braian
How are you?
Amy, Bob and May, have they arrived yet?
I don't know Bam.
But I'm sure they'll be here soon.
Hi!

Hi!
Time to begin!
Yes! Let's begin!
I'm done!
Lets play something else!
Well we are not done yet Amy. Why don't you wait a bit for us. 😊
I'm sorry.
I'll draw some more on my painting.
It will be fun!
Wow nice flower Amy!
Keep it up! This will look even more wonderful.
But my painting is not good at all. It doesn't matter how much time I spend on it...
I really like it Bob! It's beautiful!
Now I feel much better!
Thank you Amy!
Wow Bam! This is really nice!
But my painting is not good at all compared to yours.
But it's beautiful!
I like it. Do you like it Bam?
But of course I like my painting. It's just not as beautiful as yours.
Haha! But that's the important thing. That you like your own painting. And like mine. It doesn't matter which one is more beautiful than the other.

😊
We hope you have a wonderful day

And a wonderful life! 😊 ❤️
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